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SABYDOMA Project Video 
Beatriz Alfaro Serrano  
BioNanoNet Forschungsgesellschaft mbH (BNN) 

SABYDOMA is pleased to introduce a project overview video presenting the 
main concepts and ideas behind the project. 

Nanomaterials have the potential to be harmful to humans and other forms of 
life in ways we have not fully understood yet. To minimize this risk, SABYDOMA 
brings together a team of 19 international organizations with the aim of using 
the “Safety-by-Design” concept to minimize these risks at the earliest stages of 
nanomaterial production.  

We will establish high-throughput platforms to manufacture nanomaterials and to screen their toxicity directly at the 
point of production. The SABYDOMA platform will use physicochemical and biological sensor elements, with the 
resulting signals produced being used to control the redesign and production of safe but functional nanomaterials within 
a feedback loop. Our approach will also enable the manufacture of safer chemicals and pharmaceuticals, cutting down on 
subsequent testing. Such an important innovation will not only prevent potential hazards, but will speed up the 
production process, decrease manufacturing costs and minimize waste in the circular economy. 

Meet the Early Career Researchers of the ASINA Project
Sara Attanà 
Warrant Hub 

Do you want to know better the young researchers that compose the ASINA project ECRs group? Now, it is possible to 
know everything about them on ASINA project website and YouTube channel. Twice a month, in fact, the early career 
researchers talk about themselves, their research fields and their professional experience in some short videos that are 
shared on the main ASINA’s social channels. Moreover, by the end of the year, the first ECRs newsletter will be sent out 
so, sign up now to be always updated about their activities: https://www.asina-project.eu/early-career-researchers/ 

The Early Career Researchers group is led by Ilaria Zanoni, Postdoctoral Researcher at ISTEC-CNR, and Stefania 
Melandri, Project Manager at the Business Unit European Funding Development of Warrant Hub; the group is composed 
by 20 young scientists from 8 partner organizations of 6 EU countries. The group will meet every two months, to share 
their experience from the project and to update each other about activities and events of interest. The main tasks will be 
the organization of training events, focus groups on SbD approach with the collaboration of other projects and the 
delivering of a six-month newsletter to give updates about the group’s news. It is possible to sign up to the newsletter 
inside the ECRs group webpage on ASINA project website. 

The group was born from ASINA, but it is open to the participation of early career researchers also from other projects in 
the safe-by-design field. In fact, the group is already involved in the Early Career Nanoscience Researcher initiative, that 
was create as a huge inter-projects ECRs group and where also other NMBP-15 and NMBP-16 projects are involved.  
For more info, visit the Early Career Researchers webpage: https://www.asina-project.eu/early-career-researchers/ 
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